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A new method of harmonics rejection based on X-ray refractive optics has been

proposed. Taking into account the fact that the focal distance of the refractive

lens is energy-dependent, the use of an off-axis illumination of the lens

immediately leads to spatial separation of the energy spectrum by focusing the

fundamental harmonic at the focal point and suppressing the unfocused high-

energy radiation with a screen absorber or slit. The experiment was performed

at the ESRF ID06 beamline in the in-line geometry using an X-ray transfocator

with compound refractive lenses. Using this technique the presence of the third

harmonic has been reduced to 10�3. In total, our method enabled suppression of

all higher-order harmonics to five orders of magnitude using monochromator

detuning. The method is well suited to third-generation synchrotron radiation

sources and is very promising for the future ultimate storage rings.
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1. Introduction

Currently, experiments performed on synchrotron radiation

sources normally use high photon intensity/brilliance of the

source with a double-crystal monochromator utilizing various

orders of diffraction [e.g. Si(111), Si(220)]. As mono-

chromators select from a given spectrum a series of harmonics

whose wavelengths satisfy Bragg’s law for the monochromator

diffracting planes, higher-order harmonics are still present in

the spectrum after monochromatization with not negligible

relative intensities. As a consequence, X-ray harmonics

rejection is an essential part of most experiments with

synchrotron radiation where a specified and single wavelength

is required (e.g. XAFS).

The two most important existing approaches for rejecting

higher harmonics are crystal detuning of double-crystal

monochromators and the use of grazing-incidence mirrors.

First, as the bandwidth of the fundamental reflection is

appreciably larger than the bandwidth of higher-order

harmonics, one crystal can be slightly moved (‘detuned’) out

of the parallel position with respect to the other crystal. This

suppresses higher-order harmonics (Bonse et al., 1976). Inde-

pendent of energy, the minimum harmonic contamination is

about 10�2 where the remaining fundamental harmonic fluxes

are about 50% (Hou, 2005).

The second well known optical element for harmonics

rejection is a grazing-incidence mirror (Hastings et al., 1978;

Latimer et al., 1995; Lamble, 1995), which is mostly used in

conjunction with monochromator detuning. The mirror can be

aligned at a certain angle such that only X-rays below a

specific energy are transmitted through (after) the crystal

monochromator. This method shows higher-order harmonics

suppression down to 10�4–10�5 and even 10�6 in the case of

multilayer monochromators (Lingham et al., 1996).

There are also other techniques for specific harmonic

selection, such as using asymmetric bent Laue Si crystals

(Karanfil et al., 2004), which is well suited to XAFS; or

harmonic suppression by undulator segmentation (Tanaka &

Kitamura, 2002), which is similar to the detuning technique.

All the above techniques, based on reflective optics and

crystals, have a number of major disadvantages: they are

difficult to install, align and obtain results; they also change

the direction of the beam’s propagation during numerous

reflections. Moreover, in the case of mirrors, the surface

quality and angular tuning needs to be almost perfect.

Whereas the monochromator detuning technique is easier, it

often cannot provide the desirable harmonics rejection. In this

paper we would like to introduce a new in-line method of

harmonic rejection based on X-ray refractive lenses (Snigirev

et al., 1996) or X-ray transfocators (Snigirev et al., 2009a).

Since their development in 1996, X-ray refractive lenses have

become standard elements in synchrotron beamline instru-

mentation enabling the focusing of high-energy radiation from

the microscale to the nanoscale. This has extended the

potential of a variety of research techniques including X-ray

nano-interferometry (Snigirev et al., 2009b), high-resolution
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microscopy (Lengeler et al., 1999) and standing-wave micro-

scopy (Drakopoulos et al., 2002). X-ray transfocators, where

the focal distance can be continuously adjusted by insertion or

retraction of one or more lens cartridges, in turn have played a

major role in this development over the last few years.

Transfocators are now widely used on most beamlines of third-

generation synchrotrons such as ESRF (Vaughan et al., 2011)

or PETRA-III (Zozulya et al., 2012). Based on transfocators,

the new harmonic rejection technique that we propose

expands the list of their applications and facilitates the

experiments carried out on synchrotron sources. Since the

index of refraction for X-rays in matter can be written as

n = 1 � � + i�, where � is the absorption index and � is the

energy-dependent refractive index decrement, this leads to

the fact that the focal distance of the compound refractive lens

(CRL; Lengeler et al., 2005) is energy-dependent as well: F =

R/2N�, where R is the radius of the lens and N is the number of

lenses in the CRL. Therefore, the use of an off-axis illumi-

nation of the CRL, i.e. the offset of the beam from the prin-

cipal axis of the lens, allows us to spatially split an energy

spectrum by focusing the main harmonic at the focal point and

suppressing the unfocused high-energy radiation with a screen

absorber or slit.

2. Experiment

The experiment was performed at the Micro Optics Test

Bench (Snigirev et al., 2007) at ID06 beamline at the ESRF in

Grenoble, France. This is an undulator beamline with a source

size of 25 mm (FWHM) and 900 mm

(FWHM) in the vertical and horizontal

directions, respectively.

The layout of the experiment is

shown in Fig. 1. The primary slits (S1)

were chosen to be 0.5 mm in both

directions to collimate the X-radiation.

The 9 keV X-rays were selected by a

cryogenically cooled Si(111) double-

crystal monochromator. The essential

part of the set-up is the transfocator, a

device where the focal distance can be continuously adjusted

by insertion or retraction of one or more of the lens cartridges,

which is installed in the path of the beam after the mono-

chromator. Since it consists of cartridges with a variable

number of beryllium parabolic refractive lenses, we used the

configuration of nine lenses of radius R = 1 mm set as a CRL

to obtain the desirable imaging distance L2 = 20 m for the

energy E = 9 keV. We would like to mention that the effective

aperture (Aeff) of such a CRL is 1.6 mm (Snigirev et al., 1996).

As discussed earlier, the spectrum after the mono-

chromatization by Si(111) crystals consists of the fundamental

harmonic, 111, and higher-order harmonics, 333, 444 etc. The

contribution to harmonics contamination comes mainly from

the third harmonic with energy E = 27 keV. Clearly, by

inserting the transfocator into the beam the fundamental

harmonic with energy of 9 keV is focused on a principal axis

whereas higher-order harmonics continue to pass almost

straight ahead (Fig. 2). To make a spatial separation of these

parts of the spectrum we use an off-axis illumination geometry,

which was realised by means of secondary slits (S2). They were

set with a vertical offset �z of the incident beam from the

principal axis. The opening of the secondary slits (S2vg) has to

be at least less than Aeff /2 of the lenses to provide the efficient

spatial separation of undesirable harmonics. Nevertheless, to

insure ourselves, the slits gap was chosen to be about 0.2 mm

(S2vg = 0.2 mm). The third slits (S3) were used to suppress the

unfocused higher-energy radiation. To evaluate the efficiency

of the higher-order harmonics suppression we used the Si(111)

analyzer crystal in the Bragg geometry, which was installed
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Figure 1
Layout of the experiment on the X-ray harmonics rejection at the ID06 beamline, ESRF.

Figure 2
Optical geometry of the X-ray harmonics rejection.



after the focusing point of the transfocator. Rocking-curve

scans were performed at the fundamental harmonic (E =

9 keV) and at the third harmonic (E = 27 keV), while the

intensity was measured using a detector (PIN diode), installed

right after the crystal. The measurements were performed with

and without vertical offset �z of the S2 slits.

We also tested the focusing properties of the transfocator by

placing a high-resolution CCD camera (0.56 mm pixel size) at

its imaging distance. The spot size in the vertical direction was

16.7 mm (FWHM) which corresponds to an initial source size

of 25 mm (FWHM). The recorded image is shown in Fig. 3.

The rocking-curve scans of the analyzer crystal at the

fundamental and at the third harmonics (corresponding to

energies of 9 keV and 27 keV, respectively) for the in-line

geometry without S2 slits offset are depicted in Fig. 4. Iden-

tical analyzer’s rocking-curve scans at the fundamental and at

the third harmonics using off-axis illumination (with the S2

slits offset �z of 0.3 mm) are plotted in Fig. 5. The S2 and S3

slits opening gaps in the vertical and horizontal directions

were 0.2 mm. The width of the rocking curves (FWHM) at the

fundamental and at the third harmonics was of the order of

0.0026� and 0.0015�, respectively, for both the in-line geometry

and the off-axis transfocator illumination. This shows that the

off-axis illumination does not disturb the properties of the

incoming beam. It should be noted that the intensity at the

fundamental harmonic dropped by a factor of five using

the off-axis geometry. To estimate the level of high-order

harmonics attenuation we used the ratio of the intensities

I2 /I1, where I2 is the peak intensity of the analyzer’s rocking

curve for the appropriate energy with offset �z = 0.3 mm, and

I1 is the peak intensity of the analyzer’s rocking curve for the

appropriate energy without offset, i.e. �z = 0. As can be seen

from a comparison of Figs. 4 and 5, we achieve a suppression

of the third harmonic of the order of 10�3.

Similar measurements were performed for different S3vg

openings and the results are presented in Table 1. As indicated

in the table, the harmonics rejection level becomes better by

decreasing the S3 slits gap size while the main harmonic

intensity decreases insignificantly. This happens because the

beam is highly focused (the spot size is <20 mm) by the CRL
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Figure 3
Image of the source, focused by the transfocator. The vertical size of the
image is 16.7 mm (FWHM), which corresponds to an initial source size
of 25 mm.

Figure 4
Rocking curves of the Si(111) analyzer at the fundamental harmonic (E =
9 keV), top, and at the third harmonic (E = 27 keV), bottom, measured
without a vertical offset (�z = 0).

Figure 5
Rocking curves of the Si(111) analyzer at the fundamental harmonic (E =
9 keV), top, and at the third harmonic (E = 27 keV), bottom, measured
with a vertical offset �z = 0.3 mm.



and closing the S3 slits leads to suppression of useless radia-

tion (including higher-order harmonics), scattered by air.

Therefore, higher-order harmonics suppression is highest in

cases where the S3 slits gap size is set to the order of the image

size of the focused beam.

Thus, the level of higher-order harmonics suppression using

the proposed technique is of the order of 10�3 with a total

throughput of �20% at the fundamental. In addition, we

would like to note that monochromator detuning by 0.0005�

suppresses the third harmonic to 10�2 by reducing the

fundamental by a factor of 1.4. As a result, our method

coupled with monochromator detuning enabled suppression

of all higher-order harmonics to five orders of magnitude with

a total throughput of �14% at the fundamental.

3. Discussion and conclusion

A novel technique of suppressing higher-order harmonics

based on refractive optics was proposed. As shown, CRLs

used in off-axis illumination can reject higher-order harmonics

down to 10�5. In parallel with the harmonic suppression the

refractive lenses can be applied for many other types of

synchrotron experiments including microfocusing and

imaging. In contrast, monochromator detuning attenuates

unwanted harmonics only down to 10�2 while grazing mirrors

suppress them down to 10�4–10�5. Mirrors retain 80–90% of

the flux at the fundamental harmonic and show the same

degree of harmonics rejection as the technique proposed here,

which makes mirrors effective in the energy region up to

20 keV.

However, we would like to stress that the CRL-based

method of eliminating undesirable energies in terms of its

performance is preferable at higher energies up to 100 keV,

where the mirror’s efficiency recedes due to decreasing

grazing angle and reduced acceptance. In addition, mirrors, as

well as all reflective optical elements, change the direction of

the beam propagation, making them difficult to align. Due to

numerous reflections from the surfaces of the mirrors, beam

properties such as coherence become significantly deterio-

rated. The refractive lenses are used in the inline geometry

that allows the coherency of the beam to be much better

preserved. Besides, CRLs are user-friendly in terms of

installation, alignment and performing the experiments.

In our experiment, because of the design of ID06 at ESRF,

the transfocator was placed at 38 m from the source and, as

a result, intensity loss occurred due to beam divergence.

However, the described harmonics rejection technique could

be realised in a more efficient way at beamlines if the trans-

focator is moved closer to the source (Vaughan et al., 2011). In

the near future new fourth-generation synchrotrons (MAX IV,

NSLS-II) and upgraded third-generation synchrotrons (ESRF,

SPring-8 and APS) will come with unprecedented beam bril-

liance, coherence and drastically reduced horizontal emit-

tance. This brings the possibility of increasing the acceptance

of CRLs by using the full beam and reducing intensity losses.

Additionally, our technique can be improved by using an

annular illumination instead of off-axis illumination. Inserting

a central beam-stop of size equal to twice the �z offset would

increase the flux of the fundamental harmonic by a factor of

two, retaining the same level of harmonic suppression.
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Table 1
Harmonics rejection by the CRL.

I2 is the peak intensity of the analyzer’s rocking curve for the appropriate
energy with offset (�z = 0.3 mm). I1 is the the peak intensity of the analyzer’s
rocking curve for the appropriate energy without offset (�z = 0).

Spectral
component
(keV) I2 /I1

S2 slits
vertical gap
(mm)

S3 slits
vertical gap
(mm)

9 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.18 0.2 0.1
0.14 0.2 0.05

27 4 � 10�3 0.2 0.2
2.5 � 10�3 0.2 0.1
1 � 10�3 0.2 0.05
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